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The script may not work on non-Linux version of GRUB. One reason for this is because, just like the standard Kon-Boot menu entry (which is written in BIOS loader format), the boot menu entry which was used to boot Kon-Boot 2.1 is written in native GRUB format. If you happen to
have Linux installed, you can always try running the standard Kon-Boot menu entry if the Kon-Boot 2.1 script does not work, and then boot using the Linux kernel. Although we have successfully tested all mentioned methods on Windows XP SP3 and Windows Vista 32-bit and even
Windows 7 32-bit Ultimate in our test environment (as we stated before) and they all worked well, we strongly suggest that you keep in mind that all what we have tested are strictly our own work and not the official Kon-Boot tests. On a side note, although some methods we have
tested, work well and reported good results while the others fail, we havent tested the unmentioned methods in more wide ranging testing. Therefore, you may encounter some issues when attempting some of them in other environments. Moreover, none of these methods are
confirmed to work well for all OEM Windows releases, so you may experience issues when you try these methods on your specific Windows version. Additional Notes: Although Kon-Boot official site mentioned that Kon-Boot v1.4.2 is compatible only with Windows XP 32-bit, we have
successfully tested it on Windows Vista 32-bit. Please note that currently Windows Vista 32-bit is not supported by the official Kon-Boot project. Please continue to use the official Windows Vista 64-bit edition until the official Kon-Boot project will provide 64-bit version (if any).
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